
 

FBI memo does not prove aliens crash landed
in Roswell

April 13 2011, By Nancy Atkinson

  
 

  

The Guy Hottel FBI memo.

A 1950 FBI memo is creating some recent buzz by UFO supporters who
say this provides "smoking gun" evidence that the US government
recovered a crashed alien ship and bodies in Roswell, New Mexico in
1947. The memo, found on the FBI vault website and dated March 22,
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1950 reports that an informant related information about three flying
saucers had been recovered in New Mexico along with three bodies of
human shape, but only 3 feet tall, and dressed in metallic cloth.

So, does this “newly found” and “secret” memo confirm what UFO
supporters have believed for years, that the government covered up a
landing by aliens in Roswell?

Sorry, no.

While the memo is genuine – written up by FBI special agent Guy
Hottel, (you can see it on the FBI Vault website) it is not new, is not
secret and does not have anything to do a supposed crash by an alien ship
in Roswell, New Mexico.

The memo is not classified, as was reported by some websites, and has
actually been discussed by UFO supporters for years, having been
released in 1976 by the FBI. Even Robert Hastings, the guy who believes
UFOs are shutting down nuclear reactors posted a comment on a UFO
website that he has been discussing this memo in his talks since 1981.

So, the memo is certainly not new.

Also, the memo is not a secret FBI report, but a third-hand account from
agent Hottel reporting what an Air Force investigator was told by an
“informant.”

Lastly, as Benjamin Radford points out in his post on Live Science, “ the
description in the memo of three ‘flying saucers…circular in shape with
raised centers, approximately 50 feet in diameter,’ does not match the
1947 Roswell crash at all. Roswell eyewitnesses described finding
lightweight metallic debris scattered in a field—not three intact 50-foot
saucers holding nine dead alien bodies.”
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http://vault.fbi.gov/hottel_guy/Guy%20Hottel%20Part%201%20of%201/view
http://www.realufos.net/2011/04/fbi-vault-new-roswell-file-informant.html
http://www.realufos.net/2011/04/fbi-vault-new-roswell-file-informant.html
https://phys.org/tags/fbi/
http://www.livescience.com/13653-ufo-alien-roswell-fbi-memo.html


 

In fact, Radford goes on, this memo does not refer to Roswell, but
instead to a reported UFO crash in another small New Mexico town
called Aztec in March 1948. The supposed crash was made famous by
journalist Frank Scully who wrote for Variety magazine and wrote
specifically about the Aztec crash in 1949. However, in 1952, it was
revealed by another reporter that Scully had been hoaxed by a con man
named Silas Newton, who fabricated the entire story in hopes of making
money from the deal. Newton was arrested and convicted of fraud.

So, nothing new has been “revealed” by this old memo which very likely
describes Newton’s account of an event that has since been proven to be
a complete fabrication.

Source: Universe Today
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